Integration of citizenship education with religious education in Lesotho secondary schools

The current article fervently acknowledges the general agreement that Lesotho had never experienced a stable democracy ever since the ultimate attainment of political independence in 1966. Among other possible solutions proposed to the problem of Lesotho’s democratic instability, citizenship education dominates government documents and various works regarding the political discourse. Although there is this pervasive recognition of the needed political educational intervention, there is no explicit direction on how to properly introduce the envisaged citizenship education. The article valiantly attempts bridging this visible gap by carefully probing the published literature to propose the meaningful integration of citizenship education with religious education. The discussion was guided by the critical use of the post-secular theoretical framework. The article highlights that, coupled with post-Christianity, post-secular theory undoubtedly provided a workable framework for the meaningful integration of secular (political citizenship) and religious essences for the promotion of democratic stability in Lesotho. The article logically concludes by showing that the proposed integration of citizenship education in religious education is within acceptable philosophical modes of proper education.

Introduction

There is sufficiently prevailing consensus that Lesotho has never experienced a stable democracy ever since political independence. Right from the first democratic elections of 1965, which instated the Basotho National Party (BNP) as the governing party, the mountain kingdom experienced extreme enfeeblement democracy that is marked by continuous post elections conflicts with series of army coups. To cite some notable approving examples, Makoa (2004:79) neatly assembles conclusive evidence to show that Lesotho did not experience a stable democracy ever since independence. There was merely a short-lived intermediary stability of 1966 to 1970 and 1993 to 2003. Motsamai (2015:2) also approves an essential idea that violence and political power struggle fiercely besmeared Lesotho politics right from the onset of political independence in 1966 to the present. In the same vein, Vhumbunu (2015:4) assuredly concurs that since independence Lesotho endured a continuous history of political instability characterised by factionalism, tensions, and violent conflicts. Political violence persistently engulfs the country more particularly, during and after general elections. On the same subject, Monyane (2009:1) earnestly affirms that it is precisely over 50 prime years of Lesotho’s self-governing period without stable democracy. By contrast, there have been continuous instability and turbulent periodic political violence. In notable addition, Akokpari (1998:66) augments that insubstantiality labelled Lesotho’s post-independence democracy ever since the first democratic elections. These are few of many examples backing the noticeable absence of a meaningful democracy in Lesotho from the inception of political independence from the colonial rule. Indisputably, there are different causes and possible solutions suggested. However, many of the recommended solutions, focus more on political processes, institutions, and structures as well as economic adjustments (Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index BTI 2016:42; Makoa 2004:92–93; Motsamai 2015:12–13). The intention of this conceptual article is to shift the focus from the exclusive emphasis on a political solution. It proposes a pedagogical strategy that appropriately integrates religious knowledge and democratic citizenship.

There are invariably some leading analysts and official government documents suggesting the imperative necessity of introducing citizenship education as the essential strategy for Lesotho’s democratic consolidation. On their part, Tsikoane et al. (2007:32, 78, 81) reasonably argue that there could be no meaningful stable democracy without the participation of all citizens in politically related issues and activities. Only politically informed citizens could effectively participate in the political decisions and processes beyond the ballot box. They therefore sternly
recommend citizenship education as a measurable cardinal tactic empowering all citizens and to enable them to hold the government accountable on democratic values. Gay and Green (2005:24) noticed that all Basotho, including politicians and ordinary citizens, do not vigorously support democratic values. Ordinary Basotho in particular, undeniably continue to demonstrate a modest level of civic participation in politics. They are also hesitant to act against possible violations of democratic principles by political authorities. Gay and Green (2005:25) fittingly concluded their analysis by enthusiastically endorsing inclusive civic education. In their view, civic education can provide the citizens with knowledge on the democratic rule and empower them to participate in democratic decision making. In support, the government document, National Strategic Development Plan 2012/13–2016/17, strongly recommends the introduction of a vigorous civic education program in schools, beginning from as early as the lower primary levels. This kind of education must act as a pertinent strategy to foster values of democracy to counteract constant threats to political stability. The document emphasises that civic education can meaningfully cultivate the political capacity for peaceful conflict resolution and possibly promote social cohesion (International Monetary Fund 2012:149–159). Another government document, Poverty Reduction Strategy 2004/2005–2005/2007, considers the political unrest of 1998 which caused extensive damage to the country’s economy as a visible indication that without national unity and political stability, the country cannot progress economically, or be able to address the current rocketing poverty challenges. The document further recognises that there is a considerable number of Basotho who are still unconvinced about the benefits of political democracy. They are also unclear about the existing constitutional endowments that defend their civil rights. According to the document, this unfortunate situation requires substantive democracy consolidation initiatives. One such intervention is an introduction of a civic education program in schools, anticipated to promote an understanding of democratic rights, responsibilities and procedures (International Monetary Fund 2006: xvi, 62).

It is patently established that citizenship education is needed for democratic stability in Lesotho. However, there is no direct allusion to how it could be properly introduced. The current article inevitably seeks to close this unfortunate omission. It proposes the teaching and learning of political citizenship through religious education. It consciously entered this critical discussion through a systematic literature review. A systematic literature review represents a scientific process of organising a body of literature relevant to the research question (Okoli 2015:43). The relevant literature was carefully collected through a computer search. The extensive search followed Egan et al.’s method (2001:5) of using single keywords. The fittingly single keywords included Lesotho’s political democracy, citizenship education, religious education, secularisation, and postsecularism. In some specific cases, ‘Boolean Operators’ were sparingly used. Boolean Operators employ AND, OR and NOT commands to search for leading articles that combine information on the identified key concepts (Cronin, Ryan & Coughlan 2008:40).

The conjunction AND was intentionally used to combine democratic citizenship education and religious education, post-secular and religious education, and religion and democracy. The classic literature review analysis method of the preview, question, read and summarise (PQRS) was appropriately used for a comprehensive analysis and a grand synthesis (Ramdhani, Ramdhani & Amin 2014:52). The main research question that guided the objective criterion for intended inclusion and possible exclusion of priceless information from the vast literature was as follows: What is the rationale for integrating the citizenship education with religious education in Lesotho’s secondary schools?

### Operationalisation of religious education and democratic citizenship education

Religious education is a contested school subject. The debate centres primarily on distinguished models and aims of religious education. One prevailing model is conventionally referred to as the ‘learning religion’ model. The overriding aim of the ‘learning religion’ model is precisely faith formation. The model assumes a confessional approach, underpinned by ‘teaching religion’ or ‘teaching for religion’. The practical purpose of this approach is to restore the faith of students belonging to the taught religious tradition. It also aims at converting the outsiders to the instructed faith. The evident intention is to explicitly impart religious beliefs, doctrine, identity, and promotion of ritual participative skills to the learners (Fabretti 2013:48–49; Hull 2002:5–7; Kuburić & Moe 2006:3–6). The approach suffers from some educational defects. As its chief aim is to inculcate religious doctrines, it must opt for other forms of educationally questionable methods. It may carefully avoid or purposefully misplace relevant evidence that properly builds towards critical analysis of the fundamental doctrinal basis to realistically achieve its ultimate ends. It tends to reproduce students who are unable to assess religion through critical pedagogies. As a result, it fails to develop inquisitive, liberal minds relevant to the challenges of today’s world. It intentionally suppresses potential crucial analytical skills to indoctrinate students into a specific religious tradition (Rauser 2009:78).

The second identified model is ‘learning about religion’, non-confessional approach, religious studies or religious knowledge. In this model, religion is taught and learned from the external perspective. ‘Learning about religion’ is succinctly defined as a ‘scientific’ study of religion. ‘Scientific’ study does not necessarily infer to the experimental analysis of religion, but to an ‘objective’, detailed and systematic study of religion. Objectivity, in this case, simply denotes an approach in which religion is studied without pre-existing religious assumptions. It implies a religious enquiry method of adopting a ‘disinterested’ observer stance. Disinterested does not necessarily refer to a state of being uninterested.
It is essentially a position in which religion is studied as a way of life rather than as a mode of being (Felderhof 2008:4). At the core of the objective study of religion is precisely the deliberate avoidance of religious truth claims. This is done carefully to allow learners to enter the situation and experience religion in a broader sense. The ‘Learning about religion’ model is reasonably thought to properly promote religious tolerance and adequately prepare learners for a productive life in a multi-cultural or multi-religious society (Barnes 2002:71).

However, ‘learning religion’, or ‘learning about religion’ has some limitations. One serious problem identified is its emphasis on ‘disinteresting’. Disinterested means ‘epoché’, disengagement or phenomenological bracketing of the emotional issues of religious truth. This methodical standpoint raises some questions when compared to the cognitive capabilities of both primary and secondary students. Secondly, avoiding students’ religious experiences is invariably to deter them from the critical religious engagement. It fails them to carefully develop their own personal response to religious diversity and cultural uncertainty about religion. In this approach, students are properly guided to meaningfully engage with religious phenomena as cultural products of natural and human factors, without typically relating them to their faith experience. Such educational modes can only appeal to students’ social and psychological proficiencies but negate their personal search for devout faith and spiritual development (Barnes 2002:73; Felderhof 2008:4).

The third archetypal model is popularly referred to as religious education or ‘learning from religion’. In ‘learning from religion’ students are not taught as devout believers, while at the same time their religious experience and life-world are brought into focus (Hull 2002:7–8). ‘Learning from religion’ shifts the primary aim of religious education from indoctrinating genres of ‘learning religion,’ and from the knowledge-based approach of ‘learning about religion’. The focal point of ‘learning from religion’ is functionally to enable the learners to adequately develop religious awareness, reflexivity, and understanding of the self and others. In the ‘learning from religion’ perspective, the primary goal is to change the focus of religious education away from knowledge accumulation. The ultimate purpose is to enable learners to explore possibilities for active and dynamic personal identity formation processes. Accordingly, profound knowledge must be geared towards functional relation of the religious experiences of the learners (Wardekker & Miedema 2001:85). Religious education becomes dialectic of ‘learning religion’ and ‘learning about religion’. There is authentically a dialectic relationship between personal religious experiences, and objective received religious knowledge. In this sense, religious education operates efficiently within the constructivist theory. Constructivism accurately defines fundamental knowledge as socially constructed, socially related and socially eccentric relative rather than cognitive objective, fixed, and external to the learner’s holistic views.

‘Learning about religion’ only provides scaffolding to facilitate the functional integration of ‘received’ religious knowledge into a personalised, constructed system of religious meanings (Engebretson 2008:3–4).

The operationalisation of religious education in this conceptual article is within the fundamental limits of the ‘learning from religion’ premises. The current religious education curriculum in Lesotho undoubtedly follows the ‘learning religion’ model. The model is basically Christian education based (Ministry of Education and Training 2014). Therefore, the current article does not simply propose an integration of citizenship education into existing religious education, but also a change of the approach in religious education. Religious education can contribute to the promotion of stable democracy only if religious knowledge and experiences are incorporated into the socio-political life of a learner.

Akin to religious education, citizenship education is also a disputed school subject. In the first place, democratic citizenship education has different nomenclatures including active citizenship, civic education, political education, citizenship education, citizenship learning, education for democratic citizenship, social education, human rights education, democracy learning, learning to live together, life skills and moral education, political socialisation and democratic education (Althof & Berkowitz 2006:501; Cecchini 2004:3; Kerr 1999:2). In the second place, democratic citizenship can be taught and learned in formal and in non-formal education settings. There are also different approaches to school-based citizenship education. It can be taught and learned in the cross-curricular education system where related topics of political citizenship are incorporated in different subjects. It can also be integrated with separate subjects like social studies, geography, development studies and religious education. It can also be taught as a separate, stand-alone subject (Kerr 1999:13; UNESCO 2015:45–46).

In this conceptual article, the concept of citizenship education is not used as an ideal, but to distinguish it from other types of citizenship education in Lesotho. The first is life skills education. Life skills education covers a vast range of curricular themes including:

- health promotion and disease prevention; environmental protection and disaster risk reduction (DRR); social and emotional learning and psychosocial support; human rights, active citizenship and social cohesion; and independent livelihoods and financial literacy within specific country contexts. (UNICEF 2012:7)

Life skills-based health education was introduced in Lesotho in 2007 and 2008 as a school-based sexuality and HIV prevention education. Its specific focus is undoubtedly on health and sexuality rather than political issues (Khau 2012:413; Kolosoa & Makhakhane 2010:2). The second is civics education. Civics education in Lesotho is offered informally and periodically at election times. It is the ultimate
responsibility of the Independent Electoral Commission (IEC) to efficiently deliver civics education for the general population. IEC works in mutual collaboration with other stakeholders such as non-governmental organisations (NGOs) political parties, and some appropriate government agencies. The methods used include the use of posters, national gatherings, radio programmes and newspapers (Ngozwana 2014:48). This periodical, informal civics education is also referred to as ‘voter education’. It only prepares and encourages citizens to take part in democratic elections without necessarily imparting democratic values or encouraging participation in democratic rule beyond elections. This article sternly proposes an integrated citizenship education model, where citizenship themes are unified within religious education. The aim is to cultivate values of democracy, knowledge of representative rule and active participation of the citizens in democratic governance.

The theoretical framework for the possible integration of democratic citizenship and religion education

The proposed integration of citizenship education and religious education is carefully guided by the post-secular philosophical proposition. The preferential term post-secular according to Stoeckl (2011:1–4), should not be construed with de-secularisation or post-secularity. The two presuppose a regime-change that accommodates religion back in its rightful place of the civic role that had been appropriated by the secular forces. Instead, post-secular must be properly understood as the contemporary condition of pleasant coexistence between secular and religious epitomes. The term post-secular does not suggest a historic period of the returning of religion from where it had been pushed off for its apparent incompatibility with modernity. The logical interpretation of post-secular as a regime-change typically means that at some time in the past, there was a ‘religion’. Its pillars of faith, beliefs, and rituals dominated human understanding with the mythical interpretation of the world. After religion, ‘modernity’, with its philosophical, meaningful secular views replaced religious beliefs. Now it is the time for the coming back of religion to reclaim its rightful place that was usurped by modernity. In this case, the ‘return of religion’ is understood as a direct attack of modernity that would be eventually replaced by religion. It is therefore proposed that post-secular be intentionally used without a hyphen. That is, not as post-secular because the post means after, plausibly suggesting after secular regime (Stoeckl 2011:1–4).

Post-secular, as Fabretti (2013:56–57) postulates, does not refer to the process of desecularisation. It instead refers to the recognition that there is increasing a dialectic relationship between religion and secular. This dialectic relationship, rather than promoting antagonistic perspectives, develops the distinct possibilities of mutual existence and borrowing between religious and secular viewpoints. In education, post-secular defines a constructive process of bringing together religious and secular themes in a dialogic manner. Boeve (2012:144–145) is more specific in combining Christianity with post-secular. Boeve proposes that post-secular should be discussed together with post-Christian (even though Boeve’s post-Christian is hyphenated, in keeping on with our compelling argument that hyphenated post- would mean ‘after’, unhyphenated post-Christian is invariably preferred). Artfully combined with postsecular, post-Christian is used strategically to indicate that Christian faith (in predominantly Christian societies like Basotho society) still maintains a remarkable position in civil societies and civic culture. It, however, defines people’s collective and individual identity. However, it can no longer be regarded as an exclusive solution, sole provider, a satisfactory answer to all human problems and search for meaning in life. Nonetheless, it continues occupying a crucial position and plays a significant function in providing the needed answers to human questions. However, in a changed form that allows it to work diligently with other prevailing religions, human, social and political interpretations of the modern world (Boeve 2012:144–145).

In religious education, Fabretti (2013:56) satisfactorily explains that the combination of post-Christian and post-secular advances the following: (1) post-secular civil society remain increasingly a multi-religious society in which no one religion could legitimately claim exclusive monopoly of religious truth; (2) the realisation that living and practising religion (all religious traditions) cannot be typically restricted to private individuals’ unique experiences, but manifests itself within collective and public life; (3) the recognition of coexistence between religious and non-religious in the public sphere as a space in common; (4) the necessary ability from both secular and religious actors to critically engage in dialogue and contentious exchange of reasonable ideals in civic life; and (5) the search for sacred spirituality transcends secular forces but manifests itself in public life (Fabretti 2013:56).

The practical approach to religious education that recognises both post-Christian and post-secular is ‘learning from religion’. Fabretti (2013:54–56) eloquently explains that ‘learning from religion’ accurately provides interconnectivity between opposing religious and secular views. Rather than providing learners with religious neutral facts, ‘learning from religion’ properly prepares them to constructively develop personal orientation and cultural identity. It introduces learners to both religious communities and civic life. It carefully prepares learners to meaningfully participate in a plurality of religious communities and secularised contexts.

The balancing of ‘learning from religion’ and secular ideas within the post-secular theses, acceptably sets a key base for the successful integration of citizenship education and religious education.

Lesotho’s context

There are basically two possible ways in which post-secular or post-Christian offers a consistent interface between religion and secular in the context of Lesotho. In the
first place, it accurately explains the current state of notable secularisation affairs in Lesotho. In the second place, it offers a guide for the plan of moving to the front. In the context of Lesotho, post-secular or post-Christian explains that even though Lesotho has been exposed to secularisation, there was and is no clear demarcation between religion and secular. Casanova (2006:7) thoughtfully provides three fundamental categories on which secularisation could be carefully analysed. These are:

a. Secularization as the decline of religious beliefs and practices in modern societies,

b. Secularization as the privatisation of religion, often understood both as a general modern historical trend and as a normative condition, indeed as a pre-condition for modern liberal democratic politics, and

c. Secularization as the emancipation of the secular spheres (state, economy, and science). (p. 7)

The second component explains secularisation in Lesotho. Secularisation in Lesotho can be detected in the constitution. In pursuit of democratic principles of freedom and equality, the constitution of Lesotho states that:

Every religious community shall be entitled, at its own expense, to establish and maintain places of education and to manage any place of education which it wholly maintains; and no such community shall be prevented from providing religious instruction for persons of that community in the course of any education provided at any places of education which it wholly maintains or in the course of any education which it otherwise provides. (The Government of Lesotho 2008:15)

However, historical conditions have indisputably given the Christian religion an educational advantage over other religions. The first foreign religion to gain recognition in Lesotho in the 1830s was the Christian religion. Formal education was introduced by the Christian missionaries from the same period. Missionaries regarded Christian education as an essential ingredient for the propagation of the gospel. Schools were established alongside Christian churches. Gospel dissemination was essentially the gradual spread of formal education (Jobo et al. 2000:2–3; Matsoha 2010:3–4; Molelle 2006:5). At present, the Christian religion and education are dominant in Lesotho with an approximately 90% Christian population. About 80% of all primary and secondary schools are owned and operated by different Christian denominations. The Christian denominations that own schools include the Roman Catholic Church, the Lesotho Evangelical Church, the Anglican Church, and the Methodist Church. Without exception, church schools are offering mandatory religious education approved by the government (United States Department of State 2014:2). This means that learners from the minority 10% religious groups, including Muslims, Hindus, and Bahai are obliged to learn Christian education in a predominantly Christian education system. There are also some of the public schools in which Christian education is offered (United States Department of State 2014:2). The situation offers the learners from the minority religious groups a very little choice of non-Christian oriented education schools.

The minority religious groups are also adversely affected by the civil provisions of the constitution. Their religious liberty is infringed by the same freedom enshrined in the constitution. Protecting religious freedom of the minority religious groups, the constitution reads thus:

Except with his own consent (or, if he is a minor, the consent of his guardian), no person attending any place of education shall be required to receive religious instruction or to take part in or attend any religious ceremony or observance if that instruction, ceremony or observance relates to a religion other than his own. (Government of Lesotho 2008:15)

Without the availability of equitable religious education opportunities, minority religious groups enjoy limited religious freedom if any, in the school setting. Although the constitution granted the Christian church the freedom to teach its own religion, church schools and Christian education have not been denationalised. The Education Act 2010, classifies church schools as public schools. According to the Act, public schools are legally defined as schools:

1. Whose admission requirements comply with such public policy as determined by the Minister and are bound by Government rules and regulations;
2. Which are funded by the Government and charge such fees as approved by the Minister; and

Church schools are wholly funded by the government. The fees in church schools are determined by the government, they abide by government education policy, and their teachers are paid by the government (Government of Lesotho 2005:131–132; The World Bank 2005:2, 24; UNESCO 2006). Christian education remains a statutory subject and falls within the national curriculum developed by the National Curriculum Development Centre (NCDC). The National Curriculum Development Centre represents a government body charged with curriculum development in mutual collaboration with other stakeholders including school proprietors (church officials) (The Government of Lesotho 2005:102–103).

Secularisation contradictions, in which there is an apparent separation as well as collaboration between religion and secularism underscores the actualities of post-secular theses. That is a dialectic relationship between ‘religion’ and ‘secular’ viewpoints. This dialectic relationship, rather than promoting antagonism, offers opportunities of coexistence and mutual sharing of standpoints. When each of the two tries to escape the other, it generates its own problems. Watson (2015:1459) meticulously maintains that in g enhancing principles of democracy, secularisation violates the same principles it propagates. For example, democracy presupposes pluralism, and to privatise religion is essentially the exclusion of it from public plural life. The principle of toleration implies acceptance of conflicting views including religious perspectives. Constitutional freedom of speech must be
granted in an exchange of opposing views for constructive debates between religious and non-religious positions. Openness to an enquiry in liberal education means investigating both religious and non-religious claims.

The limitations of secularisation equally affect the teaching and learning of religion. Privatised religious education inevitably tends to adopt a confessional or ‘learning religion’ approach. The problems of the confessional approach in the context of education have been discussed earlier. These problems unanimously affirm that religious citizens and secular actors should come together in a harmonious relationship for the social, moral and political betterment of all. This is precisely the exceptional opportunity seized by this article. This article thoughtfully proposes the effective integration of citizenship education and religious education for a sustainable democracy in Lesotho’s context.

The rationale for integrating citizenship and religious education in Lesotho’s context

There are different reasons motivating the necessary integration of religious and citizenship education in Lesotho’s context. Firstly, the sheer fact that religion and secularity recognise democratic principles differently, provides a credible educational method to critically engage with the democratic processes. Critical thinking is supported worldwide (Aliakbari & Faraji 2003; Bermudez 2015; Marginson 2006; Nagda, Gurin & Lopez 2003) for its educational credibility, particularly when applied in relation to informed participation in the democratic system. According to Bermudez (2015:103–104), critical thinking profitably employs unique tools of philosophical enquiry including problem-posing, reflective scepticism, multi-perspective and systemic thinking. In the liaison between secular (citizenship) and religion, which equip learners with diverse viewpoints of democracy, multi-perspectives are incredibly important. These empower learners to engage in critical judgement and active practice assiduously. This also enable them to recognise that religion and secular grapple with democratic moral dilemmas and contested multiple issues cannot be simply comprehended by applying one’s personal preferences, proclivities and traditional background. These moral dilemmas and controversies set a philosophical base for the reasonable dialogic approach of constructively engaging with diverse viewpoints to develop sensible judgements and select informed choices that fairly cherish the fundamental rights and the specific needs of others with diverse views (Bermudez 2015:103–104).

Secondly, there exist mutuality between religious and citizenship (secular) views of democracy. Although perspectives are diverse, a dialectic relationship means the difference in sameness or sameness in difference. In a published book, A plea for peace and prosperity: Vision, virtues necessary for the spiritual, political and economic development of Lesotho, Mashologu (2015:1–11) writes extensively to show that religion is undoubtedly a valuable benefit of democratic stability. Both local and universal religious traditions can extremely contribute to the promotion of democratic stability. Locally, there are invariably core values of Basotho Traditional Religion which have been accurately translated into the national motto which is khotso, pula and nala [peace, rain, and prosperity]. These three moral values emphasise the philosophical logic of a gracious life. Firstly, there should be the kindred spirit of genuine peace in which humans can only experience their human nature in harmonious relation to others motho ke motho ka bafu’ [a person can wholly remain a person in harmonious relations with others]. When the conforming spirit of genuine peace and botlo [humaness] has been nurtured, the personal prosperity is inevitable. The supernatural power (Motimo) would be graciously pleased and adequately provide for natural necessities such as rain. Therefore, people should constantly work and strive for peace. All international religions including Baha’i, Christianity, Judaism, Islam, Buddhism and Hindu advocate for religious principles of democracy. These principles are compatible with the secular view of democracy. They include unity among humans, equality, protection of family sanctity and respecting life sanity, the balance of material and spiritual civilisation, divine economic development, peace and good governance (Mashologu 2015:7–20).

Thirdly, the dominance of the Christian church in Lesotho’s education system in which the church operates 80% of primary and secondary schools and that almost all of them including some Government owned schools offer religious education (The World Bank 2005:31; United States Department of State 2014:3), means that if integrated into religious education, citizenship education is likely to spread easily and rapidly influences the most considerable number of Basotho people.

Lastly, Christian denominations that own schools had conventionally grouped themselves in an ecumenical organisation, Christian Council of Lesotho (CCL), constituted as early as 1965. CCL was typically formed on the fundamental basis of ‘promoting Christian faith and serving as a prophetic voice in national unity and social development’ (CCL 2014). The first on the official list of its specific programmes is ‘Good governance and respect for human rights’. The programme covers various areas including conflict resolution, democracy education, human rights education, human rights protection, and peacebuilding. The broad objectives of the programme are organised under:

- civic education on democracy and human rights; legal support to victims of human rights violations; dissemination of human rights information; civic education on conflict resolution and peace-making; and voter education and independent elections monitoring. The Program also aims to carefully coordinate the key role of the Church in Lesotho in helping to resolve political upheaval. (CCL 2014)

This is assuredly a favourable indication that the church had for a long time felt mandated to lead in citizenship education. Teaching citizenship education through the ‘learning from
religion’ approach positively enhances the CCL’s prime purpose of promoting Christian faith alongside secular views. It responds to the church’s responsibility of the promotion of democracy for national unity and development. Hull (1998:6) has emphatically stated that the presence of Christianity in education cannot be restricted to the teaching of Christianity but [enhances] multi-faith religious education. The ultimate motive for its active involvement in education is not to pursue the selfish propagation of Christian faith, but to provide credible education services to the people.

Conclusion

Integrating citizenship education in religious education is likely to contribute positively to the successful promotion of the highly anticipated democratic stability in Lesotho. It may not be as prompt as the national Vision 2020 had projected. The ambitious national Vision 2020 document was carefully compiled through a participatory approach from the National dialogue in 2000 and it envisaged that:

By the year 2020, Lesotho shall be a stable democracy where the principles of good governance will be anchored on the respect for human rights, the rule of law, political openness, political participation, and tolerance. This form of governance will be based on five pillars of democracy that encompass: the supremacy of the will of people, transparency, a devoted and efficient public service, justice for all and efficient chieftainship. (Central Bank of Lesotho 2004)

The timeframe of the national Vision, ambitiously set for 2020, indicates how much the Basotho long for an immediate stable democratic rule. The proposed education intervention may not bring about instant, but rather permanent large-scale results. There is undoubtedly ample literature properly supporting the essentiality of citizenship education for the gradual strengthening of democratic governance. For example, Print and Lange (2012:2) elucidate that modern democracies in general, are burdened with various challenges including the inability to sustain themselves particularly in times of crises. Among many specific strategies that could be used appropriately to sustain genuine democracy; education intervention can colossally contribute to the development of active, informed citizens who will demonstrate the capacity to maintain democracy. Levinson (2011:6) accedes that many countries are assessed with unprecedented challenges including divided citizenry, and the overwhelming influence of money in politics. These challenges hinder governments to faithfully serve its citizens for the common good. The system of democracy which ought to address these challenges seems to fall short. Agreeably there is no unique solution to consolidate democracy, but there is one vital solution, often overlooked by politicians, educators, and civic activists, and that is citizenship education. In support, Cecchini (2004:2) opines that the fragility of democracies legitimises the undeniable fact that living in a democracy is neither inborn nor to be naturally taken for granted. Democratic culture, just like any culture, is made up of universal values and standard rules of society which need to be transmitted and learned. Citizenship learning is therefore inevitable for democratic systems.

These prevailing views promptly bring to light the indisputable fact that democracy is uniquely a fragile system of governance. This is especially true for the countries in which there has never been a time of stability like Lesotho. It is therefore imperative that continuous mechanisms are put in place to ensure its sustainability. Democratic principles and processes should be implanted in the social fabric so that they instantly become the culture of the people. In this respect, religion combined with citizenship education becomes fundamentally necessary to develop a democratic culture. That culture should represent the spirit, willingness and ability to engage in the promotion and maintenance of democratic sustainability. Through the extensive analysis of Walzer (1995) and Perry (2002), writings on the fundamental value of religious education for citizenship, prudently gathered that, as indicated by Kunzman (2005):

We probably need reminding that, at its best, religious discourse in public culture is not less dialogic – not less open-minded, not less deliberative – than is, at its best, secular discourse in public culture. The problem, of course, is that public religious discourse is rarely at its best; but the blame for this shortcoming can hardly be placed only at the feet of the religious. An increasingly diverse society should not lead citizens to shy away from the in-depth exploration of and deliberation about their moral convictions, whether influenced by religion or not. Rather, the need to engage and respect this diversity demands that schools prepare citizens to do this. But to expect this respectful engagement by citizens who have not had the opportunity to develop these skills in the public education realm seems unrealistic. Democracy is still, always, a politics of strain ... That is why education is so important – school learning (also practical experience) aimed at producing the patience, stamina, tolerance, and receptiveness without which the strain will not be understood or accepted. Inviting religion into the civic conversation is a daunting challenge, but one worth the strain. (pp. 167–168)

Banks (2017:372) conveys evidence-based information that it is difficult for students from cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and religiously diverse communities to comprehend citizenship education that does not reflect key elements of their cultural background. Based precisely on the citizenship education theory and scholarly research, structural inclusion through religious and cultural recognition is crucial to enable individuals to internalise democratic culture. It facilitates active participation in political decision making. Brandt and Böwaldt (2009:33) reason that the successful integration of citizenship education with education in religion considerably helps the students participate in the discussions about religion in the public sphere. It also promotes political virtues of tolerance, respect and peaceful living together with religious ‘others’. In the agreement, Banks (2004:292) maintains that citizenship education should help students to acquire the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed to function in their nation-states. It should also enable them to function in a diverse society experiencing rapid globalisation and quests for ethnic, cultural, language, and religious groups for recognition and inclusion. Citizenship should also aid them to adequately develop a lifelong commitment to act and instantly transform the world to make it just. Miedema (2010:3–4) propounds that it is undoubtedly the ultimate responsibility of each government in liberal democratic
societies to provide citizenship education. However, such education should convey the philosophical concept of ‘inclusive education’ seriously. That is the notable inclusion of multi-worldviews and religious traditions. It has to sufficiently take into account the political-pedagogical approach where the school becomes a place for pupils to be enabled to practice and interact with multiple perspectives. These perspectives include religious or worldview citizenship education. In this way, children are cordially prepared to confront situations in which religion exerts a direct influence in citizenship and polity.
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